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ABSTRACT

been studied in trafﬁc analysis [39], urban planning [42] and recommendation research [5]. Most of the previous studies in these
ﬁelds put an emphasis on users’ historical data and the proposed
prediction methods heavily rely on repetitive mobility pattern in
the past. However, due to the novelty-seeking tendency, which is
biologically embedded into human brains according to the uncovered genetic roots and relations to the dopamine system [9], users
would also be full of enthusiasm about exploring previously unvisited places. To be speciﬁc, more than 35% location visit is made
at new places (previously unvisited) each day even after half a year
according to the reported results in [6]. Actually, this neophilia
characteristic is extremely outstanding in dining behavior, e.g., [3]
discovered that an appropriate degree of novelty-seeking as well as
attendant risk could be essential ingredients in entertainment and
excitement for users’ dining out motivation. [17] also stated that
the physiological and psychological motivators which cannot be
fulﬁlled in a user’s normal daily life are likely to be satisﬁed by a
sense of adventure, uniqueness of the setting, experience of different cultures and the opportunity of sampling new foods.
Given above, we present a framework, termed novelty-seeking
based dining recommender system (NDRS), to generate the top-K
restaurants for the next dining. At ﬁrst, to infer a user’s noveltyseeking status, we present a Conditional Random Field (CRF) to
model the sequential dependency of novelty-seeking statuses in
consideration of spatial, temporal and historical factors that would
inﬂuence the novelty-seeking decision. Furthermore, as users’ sociodemographic characteristics also have a profound and lasting impact on users’ novelty-seeking tendency [37], we design these characteristics as additional constraints and incorporate them into CRF seamlessly. On the one hand, when a user is predicted to be
novelty-seeking (exploring new restaurants), the recommendation
candidates will be generated from tens of thousands of new restaurants which locate in the city this user resides. Then a contextaware collaborative ﬁltering method is proposed to estimate the visit aspiration of these candidates by considering both user-restauranttime’s latent relationship and restaurants’ contextual features (e.g.,
price, taste, service quality, etc.). On the other hand, when a user
is predicted to be not novelty-seeking, the recommendation candidates are generated from the restaurants he has previously visited. We then present a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with temporal regularity observations to estimate the visit probability for each
candidate.
Our evaluation consists of multiple parts. First, we conduct several experiments on novelty-seeking status inference to evaluate the
performance of our CRF with constraints method. Then, we show
the results of recommending new restaurants and previously visited
restaurants, respectively. Finally, we evaluate the effectiveness of
our whole system by comparing with several competitive baselines.

The rapid growth of location-based services provide the potential
to understand people’s mobility pattern at an unprecedented level,
which can also enable food-service industry to accurately predict consumer’s dining behavior. In this paper, by leveraging users’ historical dining pattern, socio-demographic characteristics and
restaurants’ attributes, we aim at generating the top-K restaurants
for a user’s next dining. Compared to previous studies in location prediction which mainly focus on regular mobility patterns, we present a novelty-seeking based dining recommender system, termed NDRS, in consideration of both exploration and exploitation. First, we apply a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
with additional constraints to infer users’ novelty-seeking statuses
by considering both spatial-temporal-historical features and users’
socio-demographic characteristics. On the one hand, when a user is
predicted to be novelty-seeking, by incorporating the inﬂuence of
restaurants’ contextual factors such as price and service quality, we
propose a context-aware collaborative ﬁltering method to recommend restaurants she has never visited before. On the other hand,
when a user is predicted to be not novelty-seeking, we then present
a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) considering the temporal regularity to recommend the previously visited restaurants. To evaluate
the performance of each component as well as the whole system,
we conduct extensive experiments, with a large dataset we have
collected covering the concerned dining related check-ins, users’
demographics, and restaurants’ attributes. The results reveal that
our system is effective for dining recommendation.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Dining out has become one of the most distinctive aesthetic features of urban life [27]. With the rapid development of smart phones
and positioning technology, the emerging location based services
(e.g., Foursquare, Facebook Place, JiePang) can accurately record
users’ location information, which provides the potential to understand users’ dining behavior at an unprecedented level.
In this paper, we aim at leveraging location records, users’ sociodemographic characteristics, and restaurants’ attributes to recommend restaurants for users’ next dining. Actually, this problem
is very similar to the location prediction problem, which has long
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1.0
Noveltyseeking ratio

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the ﬁrst attempt to focus on recommending restaurants from the prospective of noveltyseeking. The key contributions of this paper include the following:
• We propose a framework which designs associated recommendation strategies based on different novelty-seeking statuses.
• We apply a CRF with constraints method to infer noveltyseeking status by considering spatial-temporal-historical features and users’ socio-demographic characteristics.
• We present a context-aware collaborative ﬁltering method to
recommend new restaurants, and a HMM with temporal regularity to recommend visited restaurants.

3.1
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Novelty-Seeking Tendency Analysis

Before delving into the dining recommender system, a question
concerned in this paper needs to be answered ﬁrst: when a user
dines out, will he prefers to try a novel restaurant for a certain level
of freshness as well as risk-taking, or will he insist on a restaurant
visited frequently in his past time? If a user frequently visits novel
restaurants, the traditional statistical model based on his preference
of historically visited restaurants would most probably fail. To have
a deeper insight into the extent of user’s exploration of novel restaurants, we deﬁne novelty-seeking ratio as the ratio of the number of
dining check-ins with novelty-seeking status s = 1 to the number
of total dining check-ins before a time t. As shown in Figure 1,
at the beginning of dining behavior, it is obvious that almost all of
them are novel. Over time, the novelty-seeking ratio declines as
users will patronize the restaurants they have visited in the past.
However, the novelty-seeking ratio declines slowly and it still remains about 0.4 even at the time stamp of the 100th dining visit.
Such a signiﬁcant part of novel dining check-ins indicates that users
are keen on exploring new restaurants. On top of this, compared to
traditional location recommendation techniques which mainly rely
on each user’s repetitive visit behavior, we should design the associated recommendation strategy in our system by taking users’
novelty-seeking tendency into consideration.

PROBLEM STATEMENT
Preliminary

3.2

System Overview

Our system is committed to generating the top-K restaurants a
user would most probably visit in the next dining. In our system, by
considering the inﬂuence of novelty-seeking tendency, a user’s next
dining decision is captured by ﬁrst estimating his novelty-seeking
status and then designing associated strategies to model the dining
behavior for novel and regular restaurants, respectively. To infer the
novelty-seeking status s of next dining, we propose a conditional random ﬁeld (CRF) with additional constraints method which
incorporates a CRF model with priori knowledge as constraints.
Next, when the user is predicted to do exploration (novelty-seeking
status s = 1), we propose a context-aware collaborative ﬁltering
to recommend novel restaurants. Otherwise, when the user is predicted to be backward-looking (novelty-seeking status s = 0), we
present a Hidden Markov Model considering temporal regularity to
recommend regular restaurants. Finally, the previous parts are integrated to generate the ﬁnal recommendations. There are mainly
three components in our system as shown in Figure 2.

The Dining Recommendation Problem

In this study, we consider the dining recommendation problem as
follows: given a collection of users’ check-in history including both
dinning check-ins and check-ins at other POIs, socio-demographic
characteristics (e.g., gender, age, education status) and restaurants’
attributes (e.g., environment, price, rating), for the next dining of
a user, assume the exact time is already known, we aim to recommend top-K restaurants he would most probably visit.

3.

0.2

Figure 1: Novelty-seeking ratio w.r.t time

Point of Interest (POI) and Restaurant: A POI p refers to a
speciﬁc point location that someone may ﬁnd useful or interesting.
It is described by a latitude, a longitude, and a category (such as
restaurant, gas station, etc.). Note that a restaurant v is a particular
POI with “Restaurant” category.
Check-In and Dining Check-In: A check-in record c is a triple
u, p, t which indicates user c.u visited POI c.p at the particular
time c.t. We use the term “dining check-in” to denote the check-in
made in a restaurant.
Novel Restaurant, Regular Restaurant, Novel Check-In, Regular Check-In: For a user u at time t, a restaurant v is novel if
this user has not visited this restaurant before time t, otherwise the
restaurant v is regular if this user has already visited this restaurant before time t. A check-in in a novel restaurant is called novel
check-in and similar to regular check-in.
Novelty-Seeking Status: Novlety-seeking status is an indicator
to represent whether a user will like to visit new places. We use
a binary value to indicate whether this user would visit a novel
restaurant (s = 1) or a regular restaurant (s = 0) at a particular
time.

2.2

0.4

Time position in checkin sequence

In this section, we ﬁrst clarify some terms commonly used in this
article, and then explicitly present our problem.

2.1

0.6

0.0
0

The result of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.2 introduces the preliminary concepts and present the dining recommendation problem. Section 3 ﬁrst gives an analysis of novelty-seeking
tendency and then presents the overview of our system. In Section
4, we discuss how to infer novelty-seeking status. The new and visited restaurant recommendation methods are presented in Section 5
and Section 6, respectively. The experimental results are discussed
in Section 7, followed by a brief review of related work in Section
8 and a conclusion of this paper in Section 9.

2.

0.8

FRAMEWORK

• Novelty-Seeking Status Inference: This component presents
a Conditional Random Field (CRF) with constraints model
to predict the novelty-seeking status of next dining. In this
method, we consider various factors that would inﬂuence the

In this section, we ﬁrst present the analysis of novelty-seeking
behavior in users’ dining pattern, and then present the overview of
our novelty-seeking based dining recommender system (NDRS).
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simplicity and computational efﬁciency, we consider the ﬁrst-order
dependency as shown in Figure 3. Furthermore, various factors
such as spatial-temporal limitation could also exert an effect on the
novelty-seeking status. For example, the time of the dining out will
inﬂuence the decision for exploration, a user will most probably
have breakfast at a regular restaurant nearby his home and try some
novel restaurants in the evening.
We ﬁrst apply a conditional random ﬁeld (CRF) to infer the next
novelty-seeking status. Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) [21],
which is a discriminative undirected probabilistic graphical model for parsing sequential data like natural language texts [31], has
been successfully applied to sequential labeling problems in machine learning and data mining. To be speciﬁc, we ﬁrst construct a
linear chain CRF as shown in Figure 4. There are two kinds of nodes G = {X, Y}, where the white nodes Y = {Y1 , Y2 , . . . , YT }
represent the hidden states to be inferred given the sequence of observations denoted by gray nodes X = {X(1), X(2), . . . , X(T )}.
Note that in our scenario, Yt indicates the novelty-seeking status at
time t and X(t) = (X1 (t), X2 (t), . . . , Xm (t)) is a vector which
indicates the spatial-temporal-historical features (detailed in Section 4.2) we observe at that moment.

NoveltySeeking

Top-K Regular
Restaurants

No

Figure 2: System overview.
novelty-seeking status, e.g., the previous novelty-seeking status, spatial-temporal limitation, users’ socio-demographic
characteristics, etc.
• Novel Restaurant Recommendation: In this component, by
integrating the latent relationship in collaborative ﬁltering
and the effect of contextual features, we present a contextaware collaborative ﬁltering method to recommend top-K
novel restaurants.

Yt-1

Yt

Yt+1

• Regular Restaurant Recommendation: In this component, we
use a Hidden Markov Model considering temporal regularity
features to recommend top-K regular restaurants.
X1(t-1) X2(t-1)

4.

NOVELTY-SEEKING INFERENCE

4.1

Xm(t-1)

X1(t) X2(t)

Xm(t)

X1(t+1) X2(t+1)

Xm(t+1)

Figure 4: The graphic presentation of observations and labels
in the liner chain CRF

Modeling Novelty-Seeking Behavior

With the labeled sequences dataset D with length N , CRF is typically trained by maximizing the penalized conditional log-likelihood
as follows,

According to the deﬁnition of novelty-seeking status in Section
2.1, we deﬁne our novelty-seeking status inference problem as follows: given the dining check-ins of a user, the novelty-seeking status inference problem aims to predict whether this user will visit
novel restaurants (novelty-seeking status s = 1) or patronize regular restaurants (novelty seeking status s = 0) in his next dining.

L(λ, D) =

1
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where fk (yt , yt+1 , x) is the feature function of the entire observation sequence and the labels at time t and t + 1. The model assigns each feature function a numerical weight and combines them
together todetermine the probability of a certain value for Yi . In
addition,

Figure 3: A user’s novelty-seeking status sequence in dining
check-ins, where each novelty-seeking status is inﬂuenced by
the previous status, spatial-temporal-historical factors, and this
user’s socio-demographic characteristics.

4.2

2
k λk
2σ 2

is the regularization term to avoid over-ﬁtting.

Model Features Engineering

Based on the dining check-ins, for a user u at time t, we extract
the spatial-temporal-historical features as follows,
Spatial features: As mentioned in [34], a user’s novelty-seeking
tendency is greatly inﬂuenced by the spatial limitation, here we
consider two spatial features,
1) Area Exploration Ratio: this feature, which tends to reveal
whether a user has fully explored the restaurants inside a area, is
constructed with a procedure as like this: 1) First, we apply DBSCAN [10] (a density-based clustering algorithm) to a user’s dining check-ins to detect his dining clusters. Note that each isolated

A user’s historical novelty-seeking statuses can be obtained based
on the dining check-ins, and our goal is to predict the noveltyseeking status of next dining. For a user, we consider the noveltyseeking status of a check-in is inﬂuenced by the statuses of previous
check-ins, since the fact that if this user has already done amount of
explorations recently, he would likely have a rest and visit the company cafeteria which he is quite familiar with and vice versa. For
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the dependency between adjacent labels contained in the single
CRF, users’ socio-demographic characteristics, have not been thoroughly leveraged in the model. Actually, psychologists have found
that socio-demographic characteristics (i.e., age, gender, education
status, etc.) have a great effect on users’ novelty-seeking tendency [22]. These characteristics will inﬂuence a user’s dining behavior as a whole, and thus they are more suited to be designed as a
kind of priori knowledge for each user instead of the CRF’s model
features which mainly determine the instantaneous state. Therefore, we employ the Generalized Expectation Criterion [25] as an
objective function to incorporate socio-demographic characteristics as prior knowledge. The General Expectation Criterion makes
very natural an under-explored paradigm for incorporating the prior knowledge. Suppose we have already obtained the prior knowledge that the male is keen on exploring novel restaurants. To be
more speciﬁc, the prior knowledge tells us desirable properties of
the distribution over output variables. The distribution we want to
match deriving from the prior knowledge is called target distribution, e.g., p(s = 1|male) = 0.6, p(s = 0|male) = 0.4. By carefully designing a constraint feature function denoted as φ(x, y),
the CRF model will also generate an expectation over the constraint
feature function under the CRF’s conditional distribution pλ (y|x)
as follows,

check-in is also treated as a cluster respectively. 2) Next, for each
cluster, we identify a circular area which centres on the center of the
cluster with a radius r (500m in our settings). In fact, there are also
many other unvisited restaurants located in a discovered area 3) Finally, area exploration ratio is calculated as the ratio of the number
of visited restaurants to the number of total restaurants (including
both the visited and unvisited ones) located in all discovered areas.
Actually, if a user prefers to explore as many restaurants as possible inside an area, it’s most probably that he is enthusiastic about
neophilia.
2) Average Dining Distance and Dining Distance Variance:
Average dining distance measures the average distance of the previously visited restaurants, which indicates how far away a user
would like to dine out. Dining distance variance calculates the variance of the distances between any two visited restaurants, which
indicates whether this user would like to visit the restaurants concentrated in an area. These two quantities together can inﬂuence a
user’s novelty-seeking tendency to some extent in terms of the travel distance. To be more speciﬁc, if both average dining distance and
dining distance variance are small, it strongly suggests that this user’s dining behavior is limited to a small area (e.g., nearby to home
or ofﬁce), and thus the opportunity of exploring new restaurant will
also be small. However, when both of these two quantities are large,
it implies that this user would sometimes explore new restaurants
in a faraway area.
Temporal features: The previous studies also imply that temporal status will inﬂuence a user’s novelty-seeking tendency [30],
here we consider three temporal features as follows,
1) Total Time Interval: This feature represents the time interval
between this dining check-in and this user’s ﬁrst dining check-in,
which is expressed as the number of days.
2) Last Time Interval: This feature represents the time interval
between this check-in and the previous dining check-in, which is
expressed as the number of hours.
3) Hour of Week: At different hours of a day, the probability
of novelty-seeking might be different. In addition, the probability of novelty-seeking might also vary during different days of the
week, e.g., people would prefer to explore new restaurant in weekend than in weekday. Therefore, we use a value from {0, . . . , 167}
to represent the hour of the week.
Historical features: A user’s dining history will inﬂuence his
current novelty-seeking status. Accordingly, we identify two features,
1) Visit Entropy: This feature is calculated according to the
previous visit frequency at each restaurant. To be more speciﬁc,
for a user at a time, if the visit frequency of the previously visited restaurants are
f1 , f2 , . . . , fS respectively, his visit entropy is
given as H = − i fifj · log2 fifj . The visit entropy can be
j
j
regarded as a kind of reference for novelty-seeking tendency, since
a smaller value of this quantity implies this user’s restaurant visit is
more uniformly distributed on all the previously visited ones, and
thus the probability of exploring new restaurant will be higher. The
relationship between the entropy of a user’s behavioral data and
his novelty-seeking trait is also discussed in [43], which explicitly indicates that the novelty-seeking trait has a signiﬁcant negative
correlation with the entropy of behavioral data.
2) Previous Novelty-Seeking Ratio: It is calculated as the ratio of the number of novel dining check-ins to the number of total dining check-ins. This quantity measures this user’s previous
novelty-seeking tendency as a whole.

4.3

Eλ [φ] = Epλ (y|x) [φ(x, y)] =



pλ (y|x)φ(x, y).

(4)

y

The General Expectation Criterion encourages the gap (e.g., the
square distance applied in this article) between the model expectation distribution Eλ [φ] and the target distribution is as small as
possible. For the constraint feature functions, an example related
to the relationship of the male and novelty-seeking status should be
designed as
φmale,novel (x, y) =

T


I(yt = 1)I(x is male),

(5)

t=1

φmale,regular (x, y) =

T


I(yt = 0)I(x is male).

(6)

t=1

where φmale,novel (x, y) represents the constraint that the male
would explore novel restaurant and φmale,regular (x, y) represents
the constraint that the male visit regular restaurants. The indicator
function I(·) returns 1 if the statement in its parameter is true, and
0 otherwise.
To incorporate the General Expectation Criterion into the CRF
model, the ﬁnal objective function we intend to maximize is given
by
L (λ, D) = L(λ, D) − S(Φ̃, Epλ (y|x) [Φ(x, y)]).

(7)

where Φ̃ is the empirical target distribution, Φ(x, y) is the collection of constraint feature functions, and S is the score function
expressing the distance (the square distance is applied in this article) between the model expectation and the target distribution. We
follow the gradient-based methods mentioned in [8] to perform the
optimization of Eq. (7).
For the constraint features, we consider a user’s socio-demographic
characteristics including gender, age and education status, where
a user’s education status is classiﬁed as college student and noncollege student (college student are those who claim their college
experience on the SinaWeibo proﬁle while non-college students are
on the opposite).
Ultimately, since both model features and constraint features needs categorical variables, each continuous variable is discretized to
ﬁve categories according to the ﬁve-quantiles binning method.

Constraints

However, except for these spatial-temporal-historical features and
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management research has discovered that users’ dining satisfaction
and patronage is greatly inﬂuenced by the restaurant’s contextual
features, such as price, atmosphere and service quality [18]. Actually, an item’s contextual features are often modeled into collaborative ﬁltering to solve the uncertainty problems [2].
Assume that there are L contextual features, where the l-th feature has categorical values 1, 2, . . . , zl , and the value 1 means that
the l-th contextual feature was unknown, while other index values
are possible contextual conditions. By incorporating these contextual features into the tensor factorization, according to [42], the
reconstructed value for an entry Cijk is redeﬁned as

L

T

dT

Figure 5: The illustration of tensor factorization, where the
three dimensions of the tensor indicate user, restaurant and
time slot. The value of each entry in the tensor indicates the
visit frequency. The factorized three matrices indicate user feature, restaurant feature, and time slot feature in latent space,
respectively.

5.



Fijk = S ×U Ui∗ ×V Vj∗ ×T Tk∗ +

NOVEL RESTAURANT RECOMMENDATION

(9)

where cjl is the value of the l-th feature for restaurant j, and Blcjl
is the parameter modeling how the l-th contextual feature with condition cjl will inﬂuence the value of entry Cijk . These contextual
feature parameters guarantee the fact that restaurants with similar
contextual features tend to have similar number of visit frequency.
In order to generate estimations for these novel restaurants, the
model parameters should be learned using the observable frequency
of these visited restaurants at the corresponding time slots. We
deﬁne the learning procedure as an optimization problem, which is
given as
min

S,U,V,T,B

L(Y, F  ) + Ω(S, U, V, T, B),

(10)

where L(Y, F  ) is the loss function given as

Context-Aware Collaborative Filtering

The goal of collaborative ﬁltering method is to recommend novel
restaurants to users at the next dining time according to their visit frequencies of regular restaurants. Considering user-restauranttime as a three-dimensional tensor, denoted by Y ∈ RN ×M ×L ,
where N is the number of users, M is the number of restaurants,
and L is the number of hours in a day (for the time dimension, we
divide a day into 24 hours). We apply tensor factorization, which
is the state-of-the-art method used for collaborative ﬁltering in the
high dimensional situation [20]. For an entry Cijk in the tensor
Y , if the user i has visited the restaurant j at the time slot k in the
historical data, we regard Yijk as being observed and use the frequency of this visit to denote the value. Therefore, our problem is
then estimate the value of these unknown elements in the tensor.
We apply High Order Singular Value Decomposition (HOSVD) [7]
to factorize the three-dimensional tensor into three matrices U ∈
RN ×dU , V ∈ RM ×dV , T ∈ RL×dT and one central tensor S ∈
RdU ×dV ×dT . The three matrices are compact representations of
the three attributes in subspaces, where dU , dV , dT are dimensionality parameters to balance the capability and generalization. The
recosntructed value for user i, item j and time slot k is given as
Fijk = S ×U Ui∗ ×V Vj∗ ×T Tk∗ ,

Blcjl

l=1

Currently, if a user is predicted to be novelty-seeking (s = 1)
in next dining, we will generate top-K recommendations from novel restaurants according to her historical dining behavior as well
as other users’ dining behavior. Futhermore, since the exact time
of next dining is already known as mentioned in Section2.2, this
scenario is similar to the user-item-time problem in a temporaldynamic recommender system which will recommend users interested new items at a particular time. Given this, We present a
context-aware collaborative ﬁltering method to model users’ preference for these novel restaurants at the given time in consideration of both latent user-restaurant-time relationship and restaurant’s
contextual features.

5.1

L


(8)

We regard the tensor matrix multiplication as ×U , where
the subscript denotes the direction, e.g., C = S×P P is Cijk = U
i=1 Sijk ×
Pij . The entries of the ith row of the matrix P is represented as Pi∗ .
Additionally, the single tensor factorization does not take full
advantage of our data, since it only tries to ﬁnd out user-restauranttime’s latent relationship in the feature space only through the observable visit frequencies. It does not consider other factors would
also inﬂuence the users’ dining preference for restaurants and time
slots. Another important signal, the restaurant’s contextual features, has not been well considered. Researchers in the hospitality
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L(Y, F  ) =

1 

Zijk · (Yijk − Fijk
),
||S||1

(11)

i,j,k

where Z ∈ 0, 1N ×M ×L is a binary tensor with nonzero entries
Zijk whenever Yijk is observed. Equation (11) indicates that we
consider the reconstructed accuracy for the observed entries. In
addition, Ω(S, U, V, T, B) is the regularization term to avoid overﬁtting, which is given as
Ω(S, U, V, T, B) =λ × (||S||2F rob + ||U ||2F rob
+ ||V ||2F rob + ||T ||2F rob + ||B||2F rob ),
(12)
Equation (10) guarantees that our context-aware collaborative
ﬁltering method can reconstruct the observations as accurately as
possible and meanwhile maintain the capability of generalization.
We use stochastic gradient descent [45] to solve this optimization
problem.
Finally, after we obtain these parameters, for a user i, if the time
slot of her next dining is k, the top-K novel restaurants will be recommended according to the preference ranking of the restaurants,
which is given as



> Fi2k
· · · > FiM
ui : v1  v2  · · ·  vM −→ Fi1k
k,

(13)

5.2

Contextual Features Extraction

We consider four types of contextual features for restaurants as
follows,
Popularity: This feature, which measures the popularity of a
restaurant, is calculated as the sum of visit frequency in this restaurant for all users.

Area Popularity: This feature measures the overall popularity
of an area where a restaurant locates in. It is natural to consider that
when a restaurant locates in a more popular area, it has the potential
to attract more consumers. For a restaurant, we ﬁrst determine a
circular area which centres on the center of this restaurant with a
given radius (500m in our settings). The area popularity is then
calculated as the sum of popularity for these POIs (including both
restaurants and non-restaurants) locating in the identiﬁed area.
Area Attraction: We identify the area attraction feature according to what kind of POIs locate close to a restaurant. First, for each
category C of the POIs, to determine its attraction to the restaurant
category, we use the metrics deﬁned in [16], which is given as
AC =

#co_location(C, Restaurant)
#C

This probability is directly determined by maximum likelihood estimation with a Laplace smoothing as P (h|v) =  NN(h,v)+1
(h,v)+24
h

and P (w|v) = N (w,v)+1
, where N (h, v) is the frequency of
w N (w,v)+2
check-ins in restaurant v at hour h and similar to N (w, v). Furthermore, we observe that a user would only visit restaurants with 4.2
hour bins on average, e.g., a user might only visit restaurants at 7
a.m., 12 p.m. or 6 p.m.. To ensure nearby hours have similar conditional probabilities, the emission probability for hour h is further
transformed by a Gaussian kernel smoothing function as follows,

dis(h,h )

h N ( σh ,v )P (h |v)

(16)
.
P (h|v) =  
dis(g,h )
)P (h |v)
g
h N ( σ 
h ,v

(14)



where dis(h, h ) = min(|h − h |, 24 − |h − h |) is the cyclic distance between hour h and h in a day. N (·) is a standard Gaussian
1
distribution and σh ,v is set to be N (h , v)− 5 according to [33].
The initial state probability is estimated by maximum likelihood
(v)
, where N (v) is the check-in frequency in
as P (v) = N N
(v)
v
restaurant v. Similarly, the state transition probability can also
be estimated by maximum likelihood with a Laplace smoothing as
given by

where #co_location(C, Restaurant) refers to the frequency of
co-location for category C with restaurant, while #C is the frequency of category C. Note that co-location indicates that the geographic distance between a restaurant and a POI with category C
is less than 500m. The top 3 discovered POI categories are {Living
Quarters, Shopping Mall, College}. Next, by aggregating nearby
POIs, the area attraction of a restaurant j is given as
AAj =



#co_location(C, j) · AC

(15)

P (v|vp ) =

C

N (vp , v) + 1

2 × v N (vp , v  )

(17)

where N (vp , v) indicates the frequency of visiting restaurant v
right after restaurant vp .
Given these parameters estimated, we generate the top-K regular
restaurants according to the visit probability of a restaurant v as
follows,

where #co_location(C, j) refers to the frequency of co-location
for category C with this particular restaurant j.
Restaurant Attributes: We consider the following attributes for
a restaurant: 1) Restaurant Category. There are total 49 restaurant
categories in our dataset, such as Sichuan cuisine, Cantonese cuisine and Japanese cuisine. 2) Price, Rating, Taste, Environment,
Service Quality. Since the restaurant in our check-in dataset is not
described by these attributes, we crawl restaurant attributes from
external sources and map them to the corresponding restaurant in
our check-in dataset, which will be detailed in Section 7.1.
After obtaining these features, since the context-aware collaborative ﬁltering model needs categorical feature variables, each feature
with continuous value is discretized to ﬁve categories according to
the ﬁve-quantiles binning method.

6.



p(v|vp , h, w) ∝ p(vp |v) · p(h|v) · p(w|v) · p(v)

7.

(18)

EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we ﬁrst describe and analyze the data we collected from two speciﬁc websites. Based on this huge dataset, we
then conducted extensive experiments to evaluate the performances
of novelty seeking status inference, efﬁcient novel restaurant recommendation, and regular restaurant recommendation, respectively. Finally, we validate the performance of our whole framework
NDRS.

REGULAR RESTAURANT
RECOMMEN-DATION

7.1

When a user is predicted to be not novelty-seeking (s = 0) in
Section 4, we need to generate the top-K recommendations from a
candidate pool of his regular restaurants.
In consideration of the sequential dependency widely discussed
in location prediction [36] and the temporal inﬂuence on location
visit [35], we apply a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) considering the temporal regularity to model a user’s dining pattern. To
be more speciﬁc, a user’s visited restaurants in the dining check-in
sequence are regarded as hidden states and the related temporal information are regarded as external observations. For the temporal
information, we consider the hour of the day and distinguish weekday from weekend, thus each check-in’s timestamp is mapped to a
vector t = {h, w}, where h ∈ {0, 1, . . . , 23} and w ∈ {0, 1}.
For each user, a personalized HMM model is speciﬁed for him
and we use supervised learning [24] to determine three types of
parameters: emission probability, initial hidden state probability
and state transition probability.
Emission probability P (t|v) indicates the conditional dependency for a timestamp (observation) t = {h, w} by a restaurant v.

Data Collection and Description

We tested the performance of our system based on two publicly
available websites: SinaWeibo and DianPing.
SinaWeibo, which is the largest social netowrk website in China, also provides location-based services such as check-ins. We
crawled 135 million check-ins from 3 million users with the breathﬁrst strategy using Lifespec crawling platform [41]. For each POI,
we crawled its description including id, geographic coordinates and
category. For each user, we also crawled his demographic information including gender, age and education status before 1st June
2014. To clean the datasets, we ﬁrst ﬁlter the noisy data, e.g., repeated check-ins at the same place in quite a short interval (1hr
is adopted in our setting). Next, since our system focuses on the
dining check-ins of a user, we need sufﬁcient restaurant visits. On
top of this, we adopt two strategies to further ﬁlter the check-in
dataset: 1) For a user, we only focus on the dining check-ins which
are located in the city where she resides (note that we represent
the city she resides is the place where most of her check-ins locate). The reason is our novel restaurant recommendation method
only focus on the restaurants in her residence city. For example,
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Table 1: Summarization of collected dataset for different cities (partially presented due to page limit).
City
Users
Restaurants
Dining check-ins

Shanghai
183,239
34,127
2,582,914

Beijing
69,412
27,120
895,120

Chongqing
6,787
6,948
89,749

Guangzhou
42,694
18,625
542,563

Chengdu
10,788
12,074
152,227

Restaurant Name

Price

Nanjing
12,760
8,570
167,826

Tianjin
10,137
7,349
120,802

Xian
7,807
7,095
86,651

Shenyang
6,015
5,268
65,841

• LR (Logistic Regression): This algorithm uses both the model features and constraint features for the Logistic Regression.

Service Quality

Rating

Shenzhen
9,462
9,931
135,302

• CRF+C (CRF with only constraints): This algorithm uses
the same settings as CRF(M)+C, except that it does not incorporate model features.

Taste Environment

Figure 6: A restaurant’s description on DianPing
if a user resides in Beijing, it is actually difﬁcult and meaningless
to recommend restaurants in Shanghai if she does not visit Shanghai frequently. 2) We remove those users who have fewer than 10
dining check-ins, which is to ensure sufﬁcient observable dining
history. 3) For a city, if the number of users who reside in this city
is smaller than 5,000 or the number of restaurants located in this
city is smaller than 1000, we remove all the users who reside in
this city and their related check-ins. The reason is that when we
generate the Top-K novel restaurants for a user in Section 5, all
the restaurant candidates are selected from the city he resides. For
each city, the context-aware tensor factorization method is applied,
respectively. Thus, we need enough users and restaurants in a city
to ensure the user-restaurant-time tensor factorization.
After the ﬁltering procedures, we eventually obtained a collection of 361,218 unique users from 21 cities all over China, with
4,941,060 dining check-ins. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of
the ﬁnal dataset for different cities.
Furthermore, since the restaurant in our SinaWeibo check-in dataset
is only described by geographic coordinates and category, to obtain
the restaurant attributes discussed in Section 5.2, we need to link
external data sources. As shown in Figure 6, DianPing (similar to
Yelp, the largest online review website in China) is such a desired
website where the restaurants are described by sufﬁcient attributes
in detail. First, for each of the 21 cities from our SinaWeibo checkin dataset, we crawled all restaurants located in this city from DianPing by grabbing web pages directly, and extracted prices, ratings,
tastes, environments and service qualities from the raw webpages.
Then, we applied a two staged method described in [32] (including both geographic ﬁltering and title string match) to map each
restaurant from SinaWeibo to a restaurant from DianPing. Finally,
we explicitly observed 500 paired results, where 91.5% of the pairs
are correctly matched (the match precision is good enough for later
process). In addition, we ﬁnd that only 5.7% of restaurants from
SinaWeibo can not be mapped to any restaurant from DianPing.
To evaluate the performance of our proposed methods, for each
user, her previous 90% dining check-ins were used as training data
and the remaining dining check-ins are used as testing data.

7.2

Experiments for Novelty-Seeking Inference

In this subsection, we study the performance of novelty-seeking
status inference. First, for each constraint feature, we constructed
the target distribution according to the empirical distribution in the
training data. For example, if 60% of the dining check-ins generated by the male is novel and 40% is regular, the target distribution for constraint feature “male” is p(s = 1|male) = 0.6, p(s =
0|male) = 0.4. Next, we compared our method (CRF with model
features, optimized with constraints), shortened as “CRF(M)+C”
against the following baselines,
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• CRF(M) (CRF with only model features): This algorithm
uses the same settings as CRF(M)+C, except that it does not
incorporate constraints.
• NSTM (Novelty-Seeking Trait Model): This Bayesian model presented in [43] is a state-of-the-art method to model user’s sequential behavior in consideration of novelty-seeking
and preference. To accommodate our scenario, we set a user’s novelty-seeking status as 0 or 1 (it is originally set from
1 to 5 in [43]).

Table 2: The results of novelty-seeking inference.
True Positive False Negative
Accuracy
Rate
Rate
CRF(M)+C
0.823
0.786
0.845
LR
0.641
0.593
0.667
CRF(M)
0.795
0.762
0.811
CRF+C
0.633
0.624
0.639
NSTM
0.748
0.767
0.719
If we consider novelty-seeking status s = 1 as positive and the
other as negative, the results of true positive rate, false negative
rate as well as accuracy are shown in Table 2, where accuracy indicates the percentage of correct prediction for all check-ins in the
testing data, true positive rate indicates for these novel check-ins
(s = 1) in the testing data, the percenrage of correct prediction, and
false negative rate indicates for these regular check-ins (s = 0), the
percenrage of correct prediction. It is clear that our method significantly outperforms competitors in all three criterions. For example, by using the constraints, our method achieves an improvement over CRF(M). Compared our method with CRF+C, it is obvious that model features are signiﬁcantly crucial to the detection of
novelty-seeking status. We can see that LR performs worst due to
the fact that this method does not take the sequential dependency of
novelty-seeking statuses into consideration. In addition, the reason
why NSTM is defeated by our method CRF(M)+C is that NSTM
only considers a user’s dining sequence, while our method incorporates various model features as well as users’ socio-demographic
characteristics as constraints. Since regular restaurant recommendation is easier than novel restaurant recommendation as shown in
Section 7.3 and Section 7.4, to give a more accurate recommendation as a whole, we would expect that the False Negative Rate
is as large as possible (if a user want to visit regular restaurants,
we expect that the error of predicting her novelty-seeking status as
s = 1 is as small as possible). In view of this, our method also
outperforms these baselines evidently in the False Negative Rate
criterion.

Experiments for Novel Restaurant Recommendation

0.08

In this subsection, we study the performance of our contextaware collaborative ﬁltering model in various situations.
We compare our context-aware collaborative ﬁltering method
(CACF for short) against the following methods,

0.07

• CF (Collaborative Filtering): This algorithm uses the same
settings as CACF, except that it does not incorporate contextual features.
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• PPTM (Personal Popularity Tendency Matching). This algorithm proposed in [28] gives an effective novel item recommendation by reasonably penalizing popular items while
improving the recommendation accuracy, which is a state-ofthe-art method in recommending novel items.

Figure 7: The results nDCG@10 of recommending w.r.t. latent
dimension dim
• OF (Order by Frequency): This algorithm gives a recommendation list of restaurants according to this user’s visit frequency in a restaurant.

The evaluation method of novel recommendation is as follows:
1) For each city, we collect all the users who reside in this city
and then use their training check-ins (the previous 90% check-ins
mentioned in Section 7.1) to learn a model and then obtain a user’s
evaluation result on her novel check-ins in the testing data. Note
that we only test the performance on novel check-ins in the testing
data, therefore regular check-ins in the testing data are ignored. 2)
The ﬁnal result is the average value of the results from all users.
We used nDCG, a widely adopted metric in information retrieval,
to evaluate the performance of novel restaurant recommendation.
We ﬁrst listed recommendation candidates in a descending order
according to the estimation, and used reli = 1 to indicate that the
i-th recommended restaurant was just the one visited by the user
and reli = 0 otherwise. Next, we used nDCG@p to evaluate the
performance given by

The evaluation method of regular recommendation is as follows:
1) For each user, we use her training check-ins (the previous 90%
check-ins mentioned in Section 7.1) to learn a model and then obtain this user’s evaluation result on her regular check-ins in the testing data. Note that we only test the performance on regular checkins in the testing data, therefore novel check-ins in the testing data
are ignored. 2) The ﬁnal result is the average value of the results
from all users.
We also used nDCG@10 to evaluate the performance of each algorithm, and the results are shown in Table 3. It shows our TM
outperforms the competitors greatly, which implies that the combination of Markov dependency and temporal regularity is more
suitable for regular restaurant recommendation.

nDCG@p =
where

0.06



CF



                

• LR (Logistic Regression). This algorithm uses a Logistic
Regression with all the contextual features in our CACF.

DCGp
,
IDCGp
p

2reli − 1
DCGp =
,
log
2 (i + 1)
i=1

CACF



nDCG@10

7.3

Table 3: The results nDCG@10 of recommending regular
restaurants

(19)

TM
0.374

where IDCGp is the value of DCGp for a perfect ranking.
We used nDCG@10 in our reported results, which are shown in
Figure 7, where dim means the feature dimension (dim = dU =
dV = dT ) in the tensor factorization. The table shows that CACF
outperformed the baselines in various situations. Compared CACF
with CF, it shows that incorporating contextual features is effective for the recommendation. Compared CF with LR, it also implies that tensor factorization is more suitable for novel restaurant
recommendation.

7.5

MC
0.327

TR
0.313

OF
0.332

Experiments for NDRS

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of our whole system NDRS, which combines the results from the three components
together to generate the ﬁnal next dining recommendation list. We
compared our system against the following baselines:

Experiments for Regular Restaurant Recommendation

• CACF+: This method has the same settings as CACF mentioned before, except that for each user, the recommendation
list is based on all the restaurants (including both novel and
regular restaurants) located in the city. It does not emphasize
the regularity in a user’s previous dining pattern.

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of regular restaurant recommendation. We compared our temporal related Hidden
Markov Model (TM for short) against the following baselines,

• TM: This method only use the regular restaurant recommendation as mentioned in Section 6, which does not consider
recommending novel restaurants.

• MC (Markov Chain): This method models sequential behavior by learning the transition graph over restaurants. Actually, this algorithm only uses the transition probability in our
TM.

• FPMC-LR: This methods is proposed in [5], which embeds
users’ preference, personalized Markov chain, and localized
region constraints into next POI recommendation.

7.4

Note that in this part, the testing data includes both novel and
regular check-ins. We also employ nDCG@10 for the performance
evaluation. As shown in Figure 8, our system NDRS enjoys the
best performance compared to its competitors. Compared NDRS to

• TR (Temporal Regularity): This method models the temporal regularity of restaurant visit. It only uses the emission
probability in our TM to generate the recommendation list.
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Compared to previous works which investigated this problem
mainly by surveys or interviews, we present a computational framework to infer a user’s novelty-seeking status and then use noveltyseeking status to provide insight for different recommendation strategies.
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Figure 8: The results nDCG@10 of dining recommendation
w.r.t. latent dimension dim
CACF+ and TM, it shows that integrating novel and regular restaurant recommendation together will give a better result. Compared
NDRS to FPMC-LR, it also shows that using novelty-seeking status to determine whether recommending novel restaurants is effective for the dining recommendation scenario.

8.
8.1

RELATED WORK
Location Recommendation

In recent years, with the rapid accumulation of spatial-temporal
records in the check-in data and the prevalence of various interesting real-world applications [40], the location recommendation
problem has received much attention. Ye et al. [38] exploited the
social and geographical characteristics of users and location/places
to generate the next location recommendation. Zheng et al. [47]
used GPS data and users’ comments at various locations to discover interesting locations and possible activities that can be performed
for recommendation. Cheng et al. [4] ﬁrst fused matrix factorization with geographical and social inﬂuence for POI recommendation.
Compared to previous works which mainly focus on regular mobility patterns, our work primarily aims at proposing a framework
based on novelty-seeking status to predict whether a user will visit
novel restaurants or regular restaurants.

8.2

Novelty in Recommendation

It has been well acknowledged that novelty and diversity are important aspects in evaluating the performance of a recommender
system [26]. Zhang et al. [46] addressed ﬁve measures to capture
the novelty and redundancy of relevant documents in an adaptive
information ﬁltering system. Using these measures, the system
can determine whether an item which is considered relevant contains any novel information to the user. Hurley and Zhang [15]
took the view that novel items have greater utility and focus on strategies to recommend novel items. The authors formulated the
trade-off between novelty and matching quality as a binary optimization problem and used an explicit control parameter to allow
the tuning of this trade-off. Oh et al. [28] proposed an efﬁcient
novel-recommendation method which can help to diversify recommendations by reasonably penalizing popular items while improving the recommendation accuracy. Zhou et al. [48] presented an
algorithm speciﬁcally to address the challenge of novelty and diversity, and showed it can be used to resolve the novelty-accuracy
dilemma when combined in an elegant hybrid with an accuracyfocused algorithm. To better capture user’s novelty tastes, Zhang
and Hruley [44] proposed to partition the user proﬁle into clusters
of similar items and composed the recommendation list of items
that match well with each cluster.
Compared with previous inﬂuential works that primarily aimed
at recommending novel items, we step further to consider the noveltyseeking tendency of the user, which can help to understand the user’s behavior at an intrinsic level.

9.

CONCLUSION

This paper proposes a dining recommender system termed NDRS, which gives associated recommendation strategies according
to different novelty-seeking statuses. Following the framework, we
ﬁrst design a CRF with constraints to infer novelty-seeking status.
Next, a context-aware collaborative ﬁltering method and a HMM
with temporal regularity method are proposed for novel and regular restaurant recommendation, respectively. The extensive experiments we have conducted validated the effectiveness of our dining
recommender system. Besides, this research sheds new light on
other recommender systems such as POI and music recommendation, which can be used in more application scenarios.

Novelty-Seeking in Dining Behavior

Novelty seeking is also termed sensation seeking or neophilia. It has long been studied in psychology, consumer behavior and
health science [11, 14, 23]. Acker and Mcreynolds [1] mentioned
that novelty-seeking appears to be that through internal drive and
external motivating force, the individual is then motivated to seek
out novel information. There are two aspects to novelty-seeking
that are likely to be correlated. The ﬁrst aspect is seeking new and
potentially discrepant information, which is emphasized by Fiske
and Maddi [12]. The second aspect is the extent to which individuals would like to vary their choices among familiar contexts [13].
Novelty-seeking is closely related to dining behavior. Kivela et
al. [17] proposed that with the dining experience, the quest to sample various food styles is one of many appealing experiences users
aspire to achieve. Kivela and Chu [19] discovered that the adventure and hedonistic dishes found in a restaurant are sources of pleasure they help satisfy individuals’ sensational desires particularly.
Pizam et al. [29] moved forward to conclude that it is possible to
predict the meal and types of food that tourists would prefer based
on determining the relative level of novelty-seeking.
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